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Abstract—The idea of the Pawlak’s flow graphs is applicable
to many problems in various fields related to decision algorithms
or data mining. The flow graphs can be used also in the
video surveillance systems. Especially in distributed multi-camera
systems which are problematic to be handled by human operators
because of their limited perception. In such systems automated
video analysis needs to be implemented. Important part of this
analysis is tracking object within a single camera and between
cameras’ fields of vision. One of element needed to re-identify
the single real object besides object’s visual features and spatio-
temporal dependencies between cameras is a behaviour model.
The flow graph after some modifications, is a suitable data
structure, which concept is based on the rough set theory, to
contained as a behaviour model in it. Additionally, the flow graph
can be used to predict the future movement of given object. In this
paper a survey of authors research works related to employing
flowgraphs in video surveillance systems is contained. The flow
graph creation based on the paths of objects inside supervised
area will presented. Moreover, a method of building a probability
tree on the basis of the flow graph and a method for adapting
the flowgraph to the changing topology of the camera network
are also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE video surveillance systems have become common

in public places and provided new possibilities (as well

as challenges) in fields like security, crime prevention and

automated video data processing. One of the main problems

related to increasing number of cameras is that cameras’ Fields

of Vision (FOVs) do not overlap. In other words, there are

locations which are not observed by any of the cameras. Thus

the method for tracking object in a such adverse environment

is needed. Therefore, this issue formed the basis of the authors’

research work presented in this paper.

Tracking objects in a single camera is based on visual

features of a moving object which differ from a background

of a video image [1], [2]. Unfortunately such an approach

is not suitable for the posed problem of re-identification of

the same object in two different cameras. Therefore, some

additional information related to statistical data analysis need

to be obtained. There are two more types of premises (except

of a comparison of visual features) which can be used to track

objects more efficiently, that are:

• time of transition between given pair of the cameras

• probability that object will pass between a given pair of

the cameras.

The first type of premise can be presented in the form of the

weighted directed graph called topology graph. Edges of the

topology graph determine physical possibility of transitions

between cameras and describe time of these transitions. The

description of transition time can be in form of:

• a single value (like average time of transition)

• a probability destiny function (e.g. Gaussian)

• a model (approximation) of time transition time (e.g. with

Gaussian Mixture Model)

The second type of the premise (that is behaviour model)

can be also described with a weighted directed graph but

in this case it is also acyclic graph called flow graph. The

idea of flow graphs was introduced by Pawlak and is based

on the rough set theory [3], [4]. This paper is focused on

a presentation of methods related to behaviour modelling

with the Pawlak’s flow graphs based on the data from video

surveillance system. Utilization of the presented modified

flow graph corresponds to tracking objects between cameras

with non-overlapping fields of vision (FOVs). A general aim

of this paper is presentation of the survey of the authors’

works on the implementation of the Pawlak’s flowgraph (as

behaviour model) in the video surveillance systems. Certain

paths of objects through observed area are more frequent than

others and some transitions are more probable. The behaviour

model can be considered as a container for knowledge about

these patterns. In order to perform tracking object between

cameras, three types of premises can be used to re-identify

a single real object: visual features, time of transition and

probability of choosing particular transition. The last premise

is contained in the behaviour model (in the flow graph). The

idea of Pawlak’s flow graph is consistent with the rough

set theory and Bayes’ theorem. Description and definition

of the flow graph can be found in the literature [5], [6],

[7]. The flowgraph can be utilized in context of data mining

and decision tree building [4]. Additionally, the flowgraph

idea can be employed in processing of musical meta data

[8]. Extensions and modifications of the flowgraph were also

introduced [9], [10], [11].

The paper begins with a short presentation of the idea

of flowgraphs with accordance to the rough set theory

(see Sec. II). Next, in Sec. III modifications and exten-

sions are introduced that were needed to apply, in order

to use them with metadata obtained from the analysis of

video data from surveillance system. Sec. IV presents an

application of the extended flow graph in surveillance sys-

tem and describes consecutive steps of authors’ research
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work. The paper ends with summary and conclusion in

Sec. V

II. PAWLAK’S FLOW GRAPHS AND ROUGH SET THEORY

In order to start a reflection on the flow graphs, some terms

related to the rough set theory have to be presented according

to literature [3]. Thus, a data set used in rough set theory is

called an information system. The set of attributes denoted as

A must considered. Each attribute a ∈ A may have values

from a certain set Va (called the domain). If two disjoint

subsets of attributes (called conditions C and decisions D) are

distinguished in the information system, then such a system

becomes a decision system is denoted as:

S = (U,C,D), C ⊔D (1)

where U is called the universe, C is a set of condition attributes

and D is a set of decision attributes.

Based on the Pawlak publication [12] definition of flow-

graph and their properties will be presented below. The

flowgraphs are actually a kind of data structure suitable for

containing a distribution of information flow and to present

statistical features of objects from the mentioned universe U .

Such an approach enables a new possibility of statistical data

analysis belonging to intelligent methods.

A flow graph can be considered as a directed acyclic graph:

G = (N,E, ϕ) (2)

where N is a set of nodes, E is a set of edges (E ⊆ N×N ) and

ϕ : E → (R+∪{0}) is a flow function. Moreover, the idea of

flow graph assumes the following notations and terminology:

• (x, y) determines an edge with a node x as an input and

a node y as an output, the edge (x, y) must be contained

in the set E;

• I(x) is the set of all inputs of node x and O(x) is the

set of all outputs of node x, while x ∈ N ;

• also output and input of the whole flowgraph G can be

denoted as I(G) = {x ∈ N : I(x) = ∅} and O(G) =
{x ∈ N : O(x) = ∅};

• input and output nodes are called external nodes and the

rest of nodes are internal;

• ϕ(x, y) is called throughflow from x to y which fulfils

condition ϕ(x, y) 6= 0 for each edge (x, y) in the set E.

Thus, for each node x of a flow graph G, the inflow can be

determined as:

ϕ+(x) =
∑

y∈I(x)

ϕ(y, x) (3)

and the outflow can be defined as:

ϕ−(x) =
∑

y∈O(x)

ϕ(x, y) (4)

In a similar way input and output of the whole flow graph can

be formulated as:

ϕ+(G) =
∑

x∈I(G)

ϕ−(x) (5)

ϕ−(G) =
∑

x∈O(G)

ϕ+(x) (6)

Each internal node x fulfil the condition:

ϕ+(x) = ϕ−(x) = ϕ(x) (7)

where ϕ(x) is called a throughflow of node x. For the whole

flow graph G the following formula is true:

ϕ+(G) = ϕ−(G) = ϕ(G) (8)

where ϕ(G) is a throughflow of the whole flow graph G.

Hence, considering these assumptions all flows in the graph

G can be normalized with the value of ϕ(G) as is presented

in the formulae:

σ(x, y) =
ϕ(x, y)

ϕ(G)
, 0 ≤ σ(x, y) ≤ 1 (9)

σ(x) =
ϕ(x)

ϕ(G)
, 0 ≤ σ(x) ≤ 1 (10)

The value of σ(x, y) is called the strength of edge (x, y) and

the value of σ(x) is called the strength of node x.

Above defined normalized flows in the flowgraph allow for

obtaining relative parameters assigned to the edges which are

called certainty factor:

cer(x, y) =
σ(x, y)

σ(x)
, σ(x) 6= 0 (11)

and coverage factor:

cov(x, y) =
σ(x, y)

σ(y)
, σ(y) 6= 0 (12)

III. USING FLOWGRAPH FOR BEHAVIOUR MODELLING

In order to create behaviour model based on the flow

graph a video surveillance system will be considered as in

the previous paper [13]. Thus, a set of locations related to

particular cameras is distributed on a certain area which can

be described with the formula:

C = {c1, ..., cN} (13)

where ci is camera with i index and N is a number of the

cameras (1 ≤ i ≤ N ). As it was mentioned a network of

the cameras can be presented with the topology graph on

which spatial dependencies between cameras are described

(see Fig. 1)

Object which moved through the observed area creates

a path which contains consecutive locations visited by the

object. This path can be defined with the following formula:

p = {(cid1
, 1) , ..., (cidL

, L)} (14)

where cid1
and cidL

corresponds to camera which is visited

by the object at the entrance to the observed area and at the

exit from this area, respectively; numers from id1 to idL define

consecutive values of the index i from Eq. 13. Thus, the set of

paths can be described as presented by the following formula:

P = {p1, ..., pM} (15)
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Fig. 1: The graph presenting topology of video surveillance

system. According to Eq. 13: C = {w, x, y, z}

where M is the number of paths in the set. Having the input

data prepared in this way, next steps of creating the behaviour

model can be carried out. However, in the beginning, the

attributes and the domains must be reconsidered. Hence, the

attribute used in the flow graph contains two parts:

• the index (number) that describes an order of this element

in its path,

• the label of camera in which an object appeared.

For example, the attribute X1 means that the given object was

observed for the first time (on entrance to the observed area)

in the camera ’X’. The consecutive domains are determined

with the index mentioned above. The example flow graph

created on the basis of the set of paths is presented in Fig. 2.

Moreover, the certainty and coverage factors are also used in

a specific way. In order to realize above, also parameters of

the flowgraph need to be redefined as the following formulae

show:
σ (xi, yi+1) =

ϕ(xi,yi+1)
ϕ(G)

σ (xi) =
ϕ(xi)
ϕ(G)

cer (xi, yi+1) =
σ(xi,yi+1)

σ(xi)

cov (xj−1, yj) =
σ(xj−1,yj)

σ(yj)

(16)

where σ(xi, yi+1) defines the rate of objects passing from

the camera x in the step i of the path to the camera y in

the next step i+ 1 of the path, ϕ(xi, yi+1) determines the

number of paths (in the set of path) which contain a transition

from step xi to step yi+1, the total number of paths taken

into consideration while building the flow graph is denoted

as ϕ(G), and ϕ(xi) is the number of paths in the set of

paths which contains the step (flow graph’s node) xi. Also

the values of the certainty an coverage change their meanings.

The certainty (cer) estimates the conditional probability that

the object which left the camera x in the step i of its path will

appear in the camera y in the consecutive step i+ 1, whereas

the coverage (cov) determines estimation of the conditional

probability that an object which appears in the camera y in

the step j of the path was seen before, in the camera x

in the previous step j − 1 of the path. The certainty cer is

used to predict future movements of the object whereas the

coverage cov is useful in re-identification method. The cov is

utilized during the decision-making related to identification of

the single object observed in two different cameras.

IV. FLOWGRAPHS IN SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

The essential use case of the flow graph in the surveillance is

related to prediction of object movements. The certainty factor

estimates the probability of the future location that the object

will visit, based on its previous route through the supervised

area. Because of data concerning flows of objects through the

observed locations, which is contained within the flow graph,

probabilities of more than one location ahead can be predicted.

As a result a probability tree is obtained. The formula which

allows for creation of the probability tree (according to [14])

is shown in Eq. 17:

cer [xroot, . . . , zend] =
i=end
∏

i=root

cer (xi, xi+1) (17)

where the root of probability tree is denoted as xroot, the

probability of the path from the vertex xroot to zend is

calculated as a product of probabilities of subsequent steps

in the given path. An example probability tree created on

the basis of the flow graph presented in Fig. 2 is shown in

Fig. 3. The probability tree is created on the basis of the

particular instance of the flow graph. It presents possible future

transitions of the object observed in the certain camera in

determined step of the object path.

Another important issue is the changing environment which

is observed with cameras. It causes changes in the topology of

the camera network. Some transitions may become physically

impossible or new transitions appear. In such fluctuating

conditions the created behaviour model may quickly become

out of date and it will contain incorrect transition probability

estimates. The flow graph is a quite slowly updating structure

so a dedicated method for speed up adaptation to new condi-

tions is needed. In order to solve this problem, an adaptation

method employing some additional modifications, according

to [15] is necessary:

• each path (obtained from video surveillance system)

before adding to the set of paths and being used to

build a recent behaviour model are weighted by so called

importance factor;

• the importance factor is based on probability of the

occurrence of the same path in the past;

• two instances of flowgraph are created: the first called

core and the second called recent

• measures of distance between two flow graphs also have

to be introduced;

• values of two thresholds need to be determined: the

first one called learningThershold is created in order

to enable making decision that flow graph recent is

a proper model of unchanging object behaviour, and

the second one called adaptiveThreshold is used to

determine a moment in which adaptation method must be
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Fig. 2: The example flow graph obtained from the set of paths

Fig. 3: Probability tree which begins in node Z2 (what means that xroot = Z2)

performed (when distance between core and recent is

too large).

The adaptation method requires that some paths will be con-

sidered as more important ones than single paths. Moreover, a

measure of importance of the path imp needs to be introduced.

In case of normal adding path to the flow graph, the importance

factor imp is equal to 1, but in the adaptation process imp

can be greater than 1. Hence, a weighting of each path must

be performed and a weighted set of paths ŵP needs to be

introduced, as follows:

ŵP = {ŵpi} , ŵpi = 〈p̂i, impi〉 (18)

where ŵpi is weighted path that contains path defined previ-

ously by Eq. 14 and impi is importance factor of path p̂i.

The set of path P is extended by probability of occurrence

of a particular path in the past, upon fulfilling the condition:

Pr (Path = pi) =
‖pi‖

‖P‖
(19)

where ‖pi‖ is number of instances of particular path in the set

of paths P and ‖P‖ in number of all paths in set P .

The difference between two flowgraphs needs to be deter-

mined with distance metrics. The first metric is based on the

average absolute deviation in certainty factor assigned to all

edges of the flowgraph. This metric is called also conformity.

In case that we have two flowgraphs denoted A and B, it
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holds:

D =

∑

EdgesA

|cerB (x, y)− cerA (x, y)|

‖EdgesA‖
(20)

where EdgesA is a set of edges in flowgraph A, cerA and

cerB are certainty factors from flowgraph A and flowgraph B,

respectively, ‖Edges‖ is the number of edges in the flow-

graph A.

The second metric utilizes probability distributions defined

by Eq. 19. The metric is based on a coincidence index.

Changes in the flowgraph are also related to changes in the

probability distribution of paths Pr (Path). One of probability

distributions must be determined as a reference (in this case

it is PrA), whereas the second probability distribution is

the modified one (PrB). The probability distribution PrB
comes from the flowgraph B that used more paths as input

than the flowgraph A. The mentioned modification is implied

as a possibility of appearance paths which were not present

in the input set of the flowgraph A. In order to solve this

problem a modification must be made of PrB . All instances

of paths that are in probability distribution PrA do not appear

in probability distribution PrB must be removed from the

probability distribution PrB . Next, a renormalization of the

probability distribution PrB is made. The modified probability

distribution ˆPrB prepared in such a way can be used in the

formula 21 as follows:

CI =

∑

PathA

[

PrA
(

PathA = pi
)

· ˆPrB
(

PathB = pi
)

]

∥

∥PathA

∥

∥

(21)

where
∥

∥PathA

∥

∥ determines how many different instances of

path is in the set of paths P defined in Eq. 14.

The adaptation method operates in two phases. The first

is creation of two new flow graphs (core and recent )

and adding paths to recent in groups (of i.e. one hundred

paths). After adding a group of paths, the distance between

core and recent is calculated (using formula Eq. 20). If the

distance is larger than learningThershold , then recent is

copied to the core flowgraph and a next group of paths is

added to the recent , otherwise the core is considered as a

proper behaviour model and the adaptation algorithm passes

to the second phase. In this phase paths are still adding to

the recent in groups, but there is no copying of the recent

flowgraph to the core . After adding the group of paths the

distance between the flow graph core and the flow graph

recent is calculated (see Eq. 20) . If this distance is lower

than adaptiveThreshold , the next group of paths is added to

the recent flowgraph, otherwise the importance weights (see

Eq. 21) is calculated for the last group of paths and these paths

are added to the core flowgraph with appropriate weights.

Next, consecutive groups of paths are added to the recent

flowgraph. The flowchart of this algorithm is presented in the

Fig. 4.

In order to prove this concept, simulations were performed.

The results of the simulations are presented in Fig. 5,

Fig. 4: Flowchart of the used adaptation algorithm

The simulation was carried out in the following way:

1) on the basis of real set of paths, which was quite small

(about 1000 paths), a large set of path was generated

(about 100 thousands paths),

2) the real small flowgraph is built on the basis of this
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(a) Topology I, learningTreshold = 0.0001, adaptiveTreshhold =
0.005;

(b) Topology II, learningTreshold = 0.0001, adaptiveTreshhold =
0.005;

Fig. 5: Result of preformed simulations for different topologies

of video surveillance systems

small set of path,

3) building a flow graph enforced with adaptation method

is performed with the large (generated) set of paths –

adding paths in groups of 100,

4) the small set of path is modified in a way which

simulates changing the topology of the cameras network,

5) the new version of realsmall flowgraph is built on the

basis of this small modified set of path,

6) the second large set of paths is generated on the basis

of this modified small set of paths,

7) adding the paths form the large set to the recent flow-

graph occurs.

The charts from Fig. 5 present the distance (see Eq. 20)

between the real small flow graph and the core flow graph

(when adaptation method is in use). In order to show the

difference, the reference flow graph is added. This flow

graph is built without any adaptation method. The drastic

change in the center of the chart is related to the modification

of the small set of the path (simulating change in the topology

graph). In order to obtain real input data (a small set of object

paths) the setup of 6 cameras, denoted as Topology I, was used.

The Topology II was a group of 11 cameras. The real small

flow graph for both sets of camera was created basing on the

analysis of 1,5 hour of video material.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The flow graph is a suitable data structure to contain a

behaviour model. It is prone to extensions, modifications

and adaptation to various types of problems because of its

transparency and simplicity. In case of video surveillance sys-

tems the flow graph is a container for knowledge concerning

object behaviour which is easily to obtain and fast in use.

The certainty and coverage factors can be clearly explained

and easily applied to problems of object movement predic-

tion (in correspondence to cer) or object re-identification (in

correspondence to cov). Additionally, problem of changing

conditions in video surveillance systems also can be also

managed using the adaptation method presented above. This

adaptation method allows for obtaining better conformity of

the flow graph in case of modification of the topology of

camera network. Moreover, the flow graph adapts faster to

new conditions. The future works related to the flow graphs

are concentrated on the application of them in tracking object

in one camera in case when the object is obscured by another

object or some other obstacles.
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